Animal cells use a conserved repertoire of intercellular signaling pathways to communicate with one another. These pathways are well-studied from a molecular point of view. However, we often lack an "operational" understanding that would allow us to use these pathways to rationally control cellular behaviors. This requires knowing what dynamic input features each pathway perceives and how it processes those inputs to control downstream processes. To address these questions, researchers have begun to reconstitute signaling pathways in living cells, analyzing their dynamic responses to stimuli, and developing new functional representations of their behavior. Here we review important insights obtained through these new approaches, and discuss challenges and opportunities in understanding signaling pathways from an operational point of view.
Introduction
Systems biology seeks to explain how molecular components function together in circuits to implement key cellular behaviors. An important test, and ultimate goal, of this endeavor is to be able to "operate" cells in a predictable manner, controlling their behaviors in rationally engineered cell-based genetic systems. The theme of this section -the future of systems biology -provides a timely opportunity to think about where we are in relation to this forward-looking goal, and how we might achieve it.
Here, we examine this larger goal in the context of the core intercellular signaling pathways found in animal cells, including Notch, Wnt, BMP/TGFβ, Hedgehog, growth factor signaling and others [1] . These pathways provide a central means of communication between cells in metazoan development. They also represent a set of "control knobs" that can induce or block differentiation into new cell fates [2] , manipulate cellular behavior for biomedical applications [3, 4] including regenerative medicine [5, 6] , and provide powerful drug targets [7, 8] . Due to their prevalent and diverse roles, and their general conservation across species, these intercellular signaling pathways are now among the best studied systems in biology. At the molecular level, their ligands, receptors, intracellular effectors, transcription factors, and modulators have been identified and many of their interactions have been characterized. We now possess an astonishing amount of molecular information about these pathways, as well as the cellular and tissue-level processes they control.
Oddly, however, despite the depth of molecular knowledge, some of the most basic operational questions about these pathways have remained obscure (Figure 1 ). Operational questions focus less on the description of specific molecular interactions, and more on how the pathway as a whole perceives, processes, and represents extracellular signals within the cell. For example, what quantitative features of its inputs, such as absolute concentration, rates of change in concentration, or relative concentrations of multiple ligands, does each of these pathways perceive? How are inputs processed and ultimately represented in the levels, states, and dynamics of intracellular molecules? Finally, from a comparative point of view, what are the functional differences among the pathways? If they all act to relay information from their ligands to various nuclear and cytoplasmic targets, why do they use such diverse molecular architectures? The answers to these questions are critical both for basic understanding, as well as for emerging applications that seek to use these pathways to direct cells into specific fates in a predictable manner. Without answers to these questions, our position is loosely analogous to knowing the parts of a car and how they are connected, but not knowing how to drive it.
In this review, we discuss recent work that has begun to transform our understanding of signaling pathways by addressing these issues. We start with a motivating example from microbial signaling that illustrates the power of an integrated understanding of signal processing capabilities and molecular interactions. Next, moving to metazoan pathways, we describe new work that is beginning to provide an operational perspective on growth factor signaling through quantitative characterization of its input-output relationships. We then consider further examples showing how some pathways such as Wnt, TGF-β and EGF encode their inputs and outputs in distinct and unexpected ways, such as in fold-changes or component dynamics. We then turn to the Notch pathway, where recent work hints at a very different type of input-output capability that allows the pathway to effectively "address" signaling to specific cell types. These examples highlight the diverse types of signal processing that have been discovered thus far, but sometimes in a serendipitous manner. In the concluding section, we suggest possible approaches to more systematically map the unique repertoire of signal processing capabilities provided by each pathway. Finally, we discuss the general idea that knowledge of these capabilities could provide alternative conceptual representations of the pathways, complementary to the prevailing molecular representations we work with today, that could help us think about and understand how and why specific pathways are utilized in particular biological contexts. Due to space limitations, we don't aim to be comprehensive, but rather to illustrate these issues with recent examples.
Architecture determines signal processing in microbial two-component systems: a motivating example
We start by considering the relatively tight integration of molecular and operational understanding that has been achieved in microbial two-component signaling pathways ( Figure 2 ). In bacteria, two-component signaling systems enable cells to respond to diverse inputs and stresses. These systems respond to inputs using a sensor histidine kinase that can transfer phosphate groups to a 'response regulator', thereby modulating its activity [9, 10] . Counterintuitively, in some two-component systems the sensor kinase is "bifunctional," both phosphorylating and dephosphorylating the same response regulator (Figure 2A, left) . What operational capability does such an apparently futile cycle provide? Computational and experimental work from multiple labs showed that it approximates an ideal linear amplifier, in which an output, the level of phosphorylated response regulator, remains linearly proportional to the rate of kinase activation (and inversely proportional to the phosphatase rate) over a broad range [11, 12] . Thus, kinase bifunctionality can be understood to provide the specific signal processing capability of representing stimuli intracellularly with minimal distortion (Figure 2B, left) . (Note that it may also provide other benefits such as robustness to component concentrations [13] and insulation between distinct pathways [12, 14] ).
By contrast, bacterial chemotaxis -also based on a two-component signaling system -uses a different molecular architecture (Figure 2A, right) . In this case, dephosphorylation of the response regulator is catalyzed by a separate phosphatase, and the system uses receptor methylation for additional feedback loops. These molecular differences can be understood in terms of differences in signal processing. Rather than responding to the absolute concentration of the signal, such as an attractant or repellant in the environment, the chemotaxis circuit tracks temporal changes in its concentration ( Figure 2B , right) [15] [16] [17] .
Thus, here we have two circuit architectures, each providing a distinct signal processing capability: linear amplification vs. temporal derivative. While these systems are not completely understood, the ability to relate molecular architecture directly to signal processing features, and vice versa, enables one to predict how changes in components impact the input-output behavior of the system as a whole, and could be used to forward engineer new signaling devices in bacteria [18] . To what extent is a similar depth of understanding possible in the more complex world of metazoan signaling pathways?
Tunable input-output relationships in growth factor signaling pathways Most progress towards this goal has been made with growth factor signaling, which is one of the best-studied metazoan signaling systems. For instance, recent experimental mapping of input-output relationships, in conjunction with mathematical modeling, has revealed the tunability of the input-output relationship as a central, functional, feature of these systems. Growth factor signaling is initiated at the cell-surface with the assembly of multimeric ligand-receptor complexes through sequential binding of ligands to receptors. By modeling such multi-step ligand-receptor interactions, Ha and Ferrell recently showed that varying the cooperativity, binding affinities, and ligand-receptor concentration ratio could essentially 'tune' the dose-response behavior [19] . Furthermore, the work showed that pathway behavior is not always easy to intuit even with such relatively simple systems, and requires quantitative modeling to develop an accurate understanding. For example, regimes of 'negative' cooperativity in ligand-receptor binding, where the rate at which a receptor binds to a first ligand is greater than the rate at which the resulting complex binds to a second ligand, might be expected to suppress sensitivity to ligand. Counterintuitively, however, it can in fact produce an ultrasensitive input-output response when ligands are in short supply relative to receptors. Interestingly, O'Shaugnessy et al. also identified tunable sensitivity as a key feature of the Raf-MEK-ERK phosphorylation cascade, the step(s) subsequent to ligand-receptor binding in growth factor signaling [20] . By reconstituting the core mammalian kinase cascade in yeast, and thus bypassing the need for ligands and receptors, the authors effectively isolated this module from upstream inputs and downstream responses. They then systematically characterized its input-output features from an operational point of view, varying the levels of its components, and testing the effects of other accessory components. This work revealed that the phosphorylation cascade acts as a tunable amplifier, in which component concentrations can be used to modulate the ultrasensitivity, threshold and amplification of the pathway as a whole.
Thus, growth factor pathways can respond to the concentration of their ligand in a flexible manner, with a range of different sensitivities. These results highlight the need for quantitatively characterizing the input-output properties of each signaling pathway before constructing operational models of its behavior. However, this task is complicated by the fact that pathways may not represent the extracellular ligand concentration in the level of an intracellular protein. That is, the relevant inputs may not simply be instantaneous ligand concentrations, and the relevant 'outputs' may not be levels of an intracellular molecule. This is illustrated in the next few examples.
Fold-change signal encoding in the Wnt pathway
The Wnt pathway is critical for control of proliferation and cell fate, among many other functions. It employs a complex molecular interaction network to control the degradation rate of its second messenger, β-catenin, which acts as a transcriptional co-regulator ( Figure  3A , left). When the pathway is inactive, β-catenin is rapidly degraded through a highly active destruction complex composed of multiple proteins. Upon stimulation, the ligandbound receptors inhibit the activity of the destruction complex, resulting in accumulation of β-catenin and increased activation of downstream targets [21] . Based on these interactions, it was generally assumed that Wnt signaling involved the control of absolute β-catenin level by extracellular Wnt ligand concentration.
By starting with a mathematical model of known molecular components and interactions, and then simplifying it to identify key component combinations, Goentoro and coworkers showed that, across a broad set of parameters, the system effectively encoded the level of extracellular Wnt into a fold-change, rather than a linear increase, in β-catenin levels [22] . Importantly, while the levels of β-catenin showed a high degree of variability from cell to cell, likely due to their sensitivity to small variations in biochemical parameters, their foldchange (the ratio of post-to pre-stimulus levels) was found to be more uniform across cells for a given level of Wnt ligand ( Figure 3B, left) . This fold-change encoding functionality allows cells to sense ligand levels while being robust to most synthesis or degradation parameters, whose effects on basal and activated level cancel out [22] . It requires that at least some Wnt target genes sense fold-changes, rather than absolute levels, of β-catenin [22] giving rise to adaptive responses. Thus, Wnt may be optimized for controlling transient events, such as cell fate decisions, rather than for continuously transmitting information about extracellular ligand levels.
Rate-responsive signal encoding in the TGF-β pathway
While the Wnt pathway encodes input levels in fold-changes of β-catenin, TGF-β signaling appears to do the opposite, encoding changes in its input in levels of the Smad4 transcription factor. It was recently shown that the TGF-β pathway exhibits adaptive Smad4 dynamics in response to step increases in ligand [23] . Such dynamics allow cells to sense the rate of change of a signal, rather than its absolute level. To demonstrate rate-responsiveness, Sorre et al. used new microfluidic techniques to show that the rate of increase of TGF-β in the media controlled the magnitude of the response (Figure 3, middle) [24]. In this case, the molecular mechanism underlying rate-responsiveness remains incompletely understood, but the authors suggest a functional rationale in terms of accelerating cell fate decisions in response to morphogenetic gradients. This work parallels recent work in bacteria, which showed how cells use rate-responsiveness to control the specificity or generality of a stress response, in terms of target genes activation, depending on the rate of increase of stress [25] . Utilizing rate-responsiveness could open up new strategies for manipulating cells as we improve our ability to exert quantitative control over ligand dynamics, particularly in a pharmacological context [26] .
Dynamic signal encoding in the EGF pathway
Other systems appear to encode inputs by continuously generating intracellular dynamics even when the cell is in a constant environment. For example, in the EGF (epidermal growth factor) pathway, activation of the EGF receptor (EGFR) triggers a MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) phosphorylation cascade within the cell, ultimately activating the terminal kinase, ERK ( Figure 3A, right) . In order to understand how EGF levels modulated ERK activity, Albeck and coworkers monitored the dynamics of an ERK phosphorylation sensor at the single-cell level using timelapse microscopy. Unexpectedly, they discovered that ERK activity in individual cells occurred in discrete, stochastic, and repetitive 'pulses', even at constant EGF concentrations [27] . Furthermore, varying EGF concentration modulated the average frequency of these pulses ( Figure 3B, right) . In fact, this type of frequencymodulated pulsatile dynamics have now been observed across a remarkably diverse set of pathways in bacteria, yeast, and animal cells [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , suggesting that the encoding of a constant signal into a dynamic intracellular representation is a pervasive theme.
What functions could dynamic encoding provide? Recent work shows how different types of transcription factor dynamics can generate diverse types of input-output functionality [29, [35] [36] [37] . For example, dynamic signal encoding allows cells to control intracellular transcription factor activities in time rather than in concentration. In frequency-modulated systems like Erk (as well as Crz1 in yeast), inputs effectively control the fraction of time a transcription factor is active [29, 30] . As a result, the average expression of diverse target genes can be maintained in fixed proportions. Even more interestingly, dynamic signal encoding appears to provide powerful ways of integrating and processing signals in time.
For example, in yeast, the response to glucose limitation is controlled by the temporal overlap, or relative timing, between two transcription factors that both pulse repetitively in and out of the nucleus and co-regulate some target genes when they are both in the nucleus simultaneously [32] . More recently, Hao and colleagues discovered logical signal processing functions enabled by two paralogous transcription factors exhibiting specific timing differences in their nuclear localization dynamics [38] . It remains to be seen how such distributed time-based strategies play out in core mammalian signaling pathways.
Directionality in Notch signaling
In contrast to the systems above, which use diffusible ligands to transmit signals, the Notch signaling system uses cell-bound ligands for direct communication between adjacent cells, which endows this pathway with some unique properties. At first glance, Notch appears to operate in a relatively straightforward way: membrane-bound ligands expressed in one cell activate receptors in neighboring cells (i.e., in trans), causing cleavage and release of their intracellular domains, which then translocate to the nucleus to activate target genes. However, in addition to this productive interaction, the pathway also incorporates a parallel non-productive interaction, in which ligands and receptors within the same cell (in cis) mutually inactivate each other ( Figure 3A ). Depending on relative ligand and receptor levels, and the strength of this interaction, "cancellation" of ligand-receptor pairs can lead to preferential 'sending' or 'receiving' states ( Figure 3B ) [39] . This in turn could make signaling more unidirectional, i.e. occurring predominantly from cell A to cell B but not vice-versa. Thus, the molecular feature of cis-inhibitory receptor-ligand interactions can provide the signaling capability of transforming continuous variation in ligand (or receptor) levels into sharp differences in signaling ability and directionality.
Notch signaling often occurs in the context of more complex regulation. For example, in lateral inhibition patterning systems, activation of Notch leads to down-regulation of ligand in the same cell, reducing Notch signaling in the neighboring cell, allowing its ligand concentration to increase, and thereby further increasing Notch signaling in the first cell [40] . This intercellular positive feedback loop can generate steady-states that are anticorrelated between neighboring cells [41] . In the context of such a system, cis-inhibition could help to accelerate the dynamics of patterning [42] , a capability that could make Notch ideally suited for the types of developmental processes that often deploy it, such as generation of spatially organized distributions of opposite cell fates [42, 43] . cis-interactions can allow counter-intuitive response to perturbations. For example, a decrease in the level of a ligand could either increase signaling (due to cis interactions) or decrease signaling (due to trans interactions), or both, depending on the levels of other Notch pathway components expressed in the targeted cell and its neighbors. This has implications in cancer contexts where Notch signaling is often misregulated [7] , and in regenerative medicine applications where Notch signaling is used to control cell fate decision-making [3] . (Figure 4A and B) .
However, the Notch pathway comprises multiple ligands, receptors, and other modulators such as the Fringe glycosyltransferases, which alter ligand-receptor interaction strengths in both cis and trans [44] . This molecular diversity could generate a larger set of signaling states and communication channels. Depending on the combination of components expressed in any given cell type, one could expect a variety of signaling states with differing abilities to send to or receive from one another using different ligands. For example, in mammalian cells, Lunatic Fringe strengthens cis and trans interactions between the Notch1 receptor and the Dll1 ligand, while weakening cis and trans interactions between Notch1 and the Jag1 ligand. As a result, cells expressing Lunatic (L-) Fringe, Notch1, and Jag1 at appropriate levels could send signals using Jag1 ligands, receive signals from Dll1 ligands, but not be able to receive signals from Jag1 ligands ( Figure 4C ) [44] .
A representation of Notch in terms of such signaling states could offer insights that would be difficult to obtain at the molecular level. For example, initial work suggests that communication channels appear to form an acyclic directed graph, in which signaling is hierarchical, and homotypic signaling, even when indirect, is suppressed ( Figure 4D ) [44] . Looking ahead, it will be interesting to see whether a more complete map of signaling states could enable researchers to predict which cell types are capable of signaling to which others in natural contexts.
Conclusions: towards an 'operating manual' for intercellular signaling pathways
Together, the results above show that when examined from an operational, signal processingcentric point of view, many pathways offer unexpected, and often counterintuitive, capabilities that could not have been inferred in a straightforward, or qualitative, fashion from known molecular interactions. Most pathways are yet to be analyzed from this operational point of view. However, a few key strategies should help to extend this paradigm in a more systematic and inclusive manner: First, dynamic single cell analysis is critical. Many pathways are already known to be highly dynamic, and most signaling pathways are likely to include at least some dynamic features. However, these dynamics are generally unsynchronized across cells, severely limiting what can be learned even from static, singlecell measurements (let alone population averages). Second, dynamic and quantitative control of inputs is essential. Pathways are as likely to perceive rates of change or, potentially, frequencies of pulsing or oscillation, as they are static ligand concentrations. Techniques for accurate dynamic manipulation of pathway inputs are therefore essential. Third, isolation is powerful: by reconstituting minimal versions of these pathways in cells, isolated as much as possible from natural inputs and outputs, one can study signal processing capabilities more systematically, minimizing confounding downstream effects and other interactions. Different methods must be used to isolate different pathways, given their tight integration with other cellular components, and their diversity of molecular mechanisms. Isolation relies on genetic manipulation of cells, something that is becoming faster and easier, thanks in part to CRISPR technologies, although larger scale genetic circuit engineering remains challenging. Fourth, mathematical modeling plays a powerful, and often essential, role in exploring the potential and actual behavior of core pathways across parameter regimes, and understanding the extent to which operational behaviors can be explained (or not) in terms of known interactions. In most examples above, models were essential for synthesizing the results of experiments and formulating predictions.
These approaches, pursued more systematically and perhaps in a more coordinated manner across laboratories, could begin to yield a kind of 'operating manual' representation for the canonical signaling pathways. This representation would provide insights into what kinds of modes each pathway can operate in and how they effectively perceive and process their inputs. It would provide the instructions needed to program cells to interact in predictable ways with endogenous cellular systems for diverse applications including emerging cellbased therapies. At the same time, it would also suggest strategies, inspired by natural pathways, that could help enable engineering of new or modified pathways for synthetic biology applications [45, 46] . This operational view, which emphasizes manipulation, engineering, and control, is not a replacement for the ubiquitous molecular circuit diagrams that we rely on today, but rather a complement to them. We anticipate that in the future we will be able to map between molecular and signal processing representations for specific systems. For example, given the gene expression profiles of tumor cells, one should be able to predict how it will interpret particular signals or respond to inhibitors. Similarly, the cell type specific expression of signaling pathway components should help predict which cells are communicating with which others at each stage of development. Throughout the history of science, changes in representation have often led directly to major transformations in understanding. It will be exciting to see whether and how emerging operational representations lead to new conceptual understanding of cellular communication and other systems. Microbial two component systems provide an ideal example in which the relationship between molecular architecture and signal processing functions has been mapped. (A) In two component systems a receptor histidine kinase (blue) phosphorylates a response regulator (green) inducing a response. In some cases (left), the kinase additionally dephosphorylates the response regulator giving rise to an apparent futile cycle. In contrast, the bacterial chemotaxis two component system has a distinct architecture (right). In this case, additional components methylate and demethylate the receptor to adjust its activity (M indicates methylation), and there is indirect negative feedback on kinase activity (dashed line). (B) The two different architectures produce distinct signal processing capabilities. Bifunctionality of the kinase can give rise to an approximately linear amplifier, in which outputs (green) are proportional to inputs (red intensities). By contrast, feedback (dashed line) within the bacterial chemotaxis architecture generate an adaptive response, allowing the system to sense temporal derivatives in its inputs. 
